Idomoo Personalized Video Cloud Platform

Idomoo provides end-to-end technology for scalable, secure and seamless mass video production that automatically customizes
video content in real-time.
The Idomoo Space Engine generates a unique link per video so each individual customer can view their personalized video from
their desktop, mobile or website – anywhere and anytime.
Designed to address relevancy and communicate compelling visual content – Idomoo's personalized engagement channel
drives exceptional results:

5-10X higher than any other digital marketing communication channel
Leaders in telecommunication, utility, banking, insurance and other industries beneﬁt daily from the value of Idomoo personalized
videos for marketing, customer success and brand loyalty programs.
The Idomoo Personalized Video Cloud Platform transforms the way brands of all business sizes interact with their customers
across the following solutions:
1 Full Service
2

Dynamic Storybuilding Suite

3

Video Templates

4

Dynamic Video Ads

Idomoo
Personalized Video Cloud Platform
1. Full Service
The Idomoo Full Service delivers a turnkey personalized video solution for each touch-point in your sales cycle. Our
personalized video experts will help you accomplish your business goals and walk you through these steps:
Identify your business challenge, goal and KPIs.
Choose the right use case for you: craft your brand's message and build a story for each of your customer segments and
the actions you'd like them to take.
Match the data to feed the personalized video.
Decide on the best distribution channels: personalized video can be distributed across multiple channels at the same time
to increase its view rate.

Flexible Model
Thanks to our ﬂexible, robust and open platform, video creative and production can be performed by your own agency or by the
Idomoo studio.

Best Practices
With rich experience in creating millions of personalized videos to over 100 enterprises worldwide, Idomoo's personalized video
experts possess the best practices and knowledge required to turn your next marketing campaign into a powerhouse. With
memorable personalized videos, highly personal storytelling, impactful CTAs and the optimum distribution channels, Idomoo can
help you reach engagement and conversion rates beyond your expectations.
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2. Dynamic Storybuilding Suite
At Idomoo, we believe that one size doesn't ﬁt all. We believe organizations should communicate with each customer through a
personal video story that is bespoke to their needs and preferences.
Idomoo Dynamic Storybuilding Suite revolutionizes the way brands interact with each and every one of their clients. It empowers
each customer-facing team to create a unique CX and deliver a standout customer communication.
With the Dynamic Story Suite the power is at the hands of the marketer. With all the tools right at his ﬁngertips, the marketer can
create a personalized video campaign independently and ignite a personal connection with his clients by communicating
meaningful, memorable and relevant stories to each one of them.

How It Works
Structuring the personalized video is straight forward. Ready-to-use video scenes can be combined together to a personalized
video via a simple drag and drop UI.
Additional scenes can easily be created through the propriety Idomoo After Effect Plugin. It creates video footage in an IDM
(Integrated Dynamic Movie) format. IDM video scenes can consist of dynamic elements that will be fulﬁlled once uploading the
campaign data-ﬁle or integrating to the campaign data-source.

Idomoo Dynamic-Storybuilding Suite modules
Storybuilder
An advanced SaaS based wizard tool to build, structure and customize the personalized video. The Storybuilder is where the
wisdom of the video is deﬁned. The output is a Storyboard that has the logic and content of the video campaign.
The Storybuilder allows you to choose ready-made video scenes that are ready to be plugged in to be part of the video ﬂow.
Additional new scenes can be uploaded to the Scene Library, that is part of the Storybuilder and easily added to the video ﬂow
as dynamic scenes.
The Storyboard can tell adaptive stories. It applies business logic to decide in real time, which scenes will be shown and in which
order based on scene selection rules. The Storybuilder is used for conﬁguring each scene: selecting colors, deciding if the
parameters are static or dynamic, setting values for static parameters, setting audio and all video parameters that the brand might
be interested in customizing.
Working with the Storybuilder is easy. Structuring the video ﬂow is done through an easy drag and drop user interface with intuitive
editing capabilities.

Storybuilder and Scene Library
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After Effect Plugin

Adobe AE is the best industry standard tool
for creating high quality videos with advanced
animations and effects. The Idomoo Plugin for
AE is a tool that converts speciﬁc parts of the
scenes to dynamic elements that can be
customized and personalized.
The output is dynamic scenes that later on will
be uploaded to the Storybuilder and used as
the building blocks of the Storyboard.

Data Integration
Once the Stoyboard is ready, campaign data should be uploaded. Allowing for maximum ﬂexibility, data integration is available
through:
1

CSV upload to the Dynamic Storybuilding suite

2

secured ﬁle transfer

3

integration from any data-source through an API call

4

seamless tight integration with facebook and Shopify

Idomoo Player
Idomoo player Enables fast implementation of the Idomoo personalized video in an IDM format, into existing or new web pages.
Built to optimize the video view experience on any browser or operating system, the powerful and reliable idomoo player provides:
Built-in integration with comprehensive SaaS based campaign analytics interface
Built-in customer survey service to collect viewer's feedback in real-time
Flexible structure of Call to Action buttons for user's further navigation and actions
Creation of MP4 ﬁles for already-rendered videos or HLS for on the ﬂy video generation

Landing Page Builder
The videos are accessible to the viewer through a landing page. Striving to accelerate and simplify the launch of your personalized
video campaign, Idomoo offers its proprietary Landing Page Builder.
The Builder offers a few templates that can be easily customized: colors, text, logo, call to action and social media buttons.
The output of idomoo’s Landing Page Builder is compatible with both mobile and PC.
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3. Video Template
We’ve gathered all of our best practices and experience gained across hundreds of projects with leading organizations across all
industries and packaged them into ready-to-use, winning personalized video templates.
Most common use cases are smoothened, improved and turned from a challenge to a personal and memorable customer
experience with Idomoo personalized video templates. By leveraging Idomoo Video templates, organizations can beneﬁt of the
following:
Fast and easy implementation
Modular scene selection
Flexibility through branding and customization
Find your use case at http://idomoo.com/videotemplates

Scenes from Idomoo Personalized Video Templates
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4. Dynamic Video Ads
Idomoo technology allows for end-to-end automation of creative, rendering, and distribution processes for video ads.
Our technology allows for auto generation of masses of product videos in seconds. Video advertising, targeting and re-targeting
are made easy on a massive scale. We marry video analytics with big data technology, utilizing valuable online data for mass
customization of video content. By automating video production and simplifying distribution optimization, businesses of all sizes
can beneﬁt from the highest ROI made possible by video advertising.

Dynamic Video Ads Scene

Idomoo Personalized Video Cloud Capabilities
Idomoo's Solutions: Full Service, Video Template, Dynamic Storybuilding Suite's DIY (Do-It-Yourself) have the following

Advanced Animation
Idomoo Personalized Video Cloud Platform is designed to produce professional and visually compelling videos that comply with
the most stringent requirements in the video industry and that deliver a profound cinematic experience.
Our clients enjoy freedom of creativity; animation and visual effects based on the most commonly used video animation
technology - Adobe After Effects. Idomoo’s technology supports HD resolution and is compatible with any content displaying
device.
From live-shooting to 3D and 2D animation - personalization and dynamic elements can be seamlessly embedded to any type
of animation.

Data Personalization
Idomoo data personalization is based on sophisticated algorithms that seamlessly integrate dynamic customer data/information
to create dynamic, personalized and relevant video content in real-time.
Dynamic content can include:
Text
Images
Animation
Audio: voiceover
Video: dynamic elements
Backgrounds
Scene branching: building and displaying different stories to different users
Idomoo’s dynamic content matching to business-logic technology ensures each individual customer receives the information that
ﬁts their exact proﬁle and story, at the right time.

Advanced Video Rendering Technology
Idomoo’s Cloud platform utilizes the most advanced video rendering technology - GPU (graphic processing unit technology). Its
cross-platform compatibility and API ﬂexibility allows for speedy video rendering and graphic creation at scale.
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Idomoo Analytics Dashboard
Idomoo's web based analytics dashboard enables consistent monitoring, tracking, measuring and analyzing of campaign
performance for constant optimization and better results.
Idomoo analytics Reports include:
Email statistics: sent, opens, clicks, CTR.
Total number of videos generated.
Total number of video views.
Number of unique video views.
Distribution of views by devices.
Geographic distribution of views.
Video engagement: video viewed till completion.
Goal completion: CTA clicks.
Video social shares.
Map of most active hours of video views.
Cross the board funnel describing the advance of the customer across all campaign steps.

Batch Mode or Real Time Mode
Idomoo offers two modes of video generation: batch and real-time.

Batch Mode
Idomoo’s Personalized Video Cloud generates cinematic-quality videos for each customer. The implementation begins with a
master video template. Data from the client’s CRM system or internal customer database is imported into Idomoo's platform.
Once the data ﬁle is fetched, an automatic process triggers the generation of the videos. After all the videos are generated, a
PURL (Personal URL) ﬁle is created holding a link for each video in formats suitable for web, desktop mobile and IPTV.

Real Time
Idomoo’s technology supports real-time personalized video generation. Through open APIs, Idomoo integrates any source of data
and kicks-off the rendering process of each personalized video in real-time. The personalized data and video content are
seamlessly embedded together so as soon as the play button is hit the end user receives a video that's personal to him right on
the spot.
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